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Voice of Self
(Personal Narratives & College Essay)

2

Voices of Ancestors
(Fiction Novel & Creative and Analytical Writing)

3

Voices of Varying Perspectives
(Literary Theory & Argument)

Description

Students will refine their ability to write effective personal narratives as a means to
investigate elements of style as it is a reflection of the author's purpose in order to build

a set of tools to utilize for their college essay.

Knowledge & Skills

Students will understand how purpose informs style; explore narratives to evaluate style;
analyze style to identify voice; use elements of style to cultivate voice; write a personal

narrative that showcases their unique voice.

Essential Question(s)

How does an author’s style impact, create, and inform purpose?
How can we create a voice that emphasizes our identity?

Anchor Texts

Personal narratives from a variety of classic and contemporary authors such as:
Maya Angelou,
Emily Bernard

F. Scott Fitzgerald,
George Orwell,
Virginia Wolf,

Sloane Crosley,
David Sedaris,

Alice Wong
and Ryan Van Meter.

Supplemental Choice Texts

Sample College Essays
Choice Novel (summer reading)

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Thought Papers
Seminars

Narrative/College Essay

Description

Students will read a novel that takes them through 7 generations of an African
American family’s history. Through this reading, students will question societal
and personal histories and futures,  and in the end students will create a piece

of writing that will focus on building style to emphasize personal values from the
perspective of someone 7 generations from now.

Knowledge & Skills

Students will explore literature with a continued emphasis on style and voice
with a focus on identity developed (in part) through shared history. Students will

emulate an author’s style in a creative piece; substantiate their style choices
through analysis; conduct historical research throughout their reading; create
annotated footnotes. Students will continue to refine their skills as consumers

and producers of literature through independent  reading and writing.

Essential Question(s)

How does an author intentionally create a writing style?
How do my values impact my character and how will those values impact

generations to come?

Anchor Texts

Homegoing by Yaa Gyasi

Supplemental Choice Texts

Select texts and clips from nonfiction and poetry for historical and
contemporary support.

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Creative Writing
Analytical Writing

Research for Annotated Footnotes

Description

This unit explores literary theories to bring awareness to different perspectives.

Knowledge & Skills

Students will understand how to read and talk about literary theory; write
expository responses that demonstrate understanding of a text; analyze fiction
using lenses of different literary theories; learn how to craft quality discussion
questions designed to engage others in critical thinking and analysis; practice

formulating oral and written arguments.

Essential Question(s)

How can we utilize different lenses to attempt to understand the experiences of
others?

How do literary theories allow us to develop multiple, varying interpretations of
the same text?

How can literary theories help us understand who we are as members of a
community?

How can literature build empathy?

Anchor Texts

Excerpts from Critical Theory Today (textbook) by Lois Tyson
Visual pieces such as:

Fences
Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom

Death of a Salesman
August: Osage County

Streetcar Named Desire

Supplemental Choice Texts

Select texts and clips from nonfiction and poetry for historical and contemporary
support.

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Socratic Seminar
Argument Essay
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4
Using Your Voice

(Research & Speaking)

5
Cultivating Your Voice

(this unit is integrated each quarter)

Description

This public speaking unit explores the techniques used by the most powerful speakers
and challenges students to share their passion with others through a final performance

task.

Skills & Knowledge

Students will analyze the techniques used by successful public speakers for different
purposes; explore their own passions and interests through research; complete a

comprehensive annotated bibliography, and execute an APA formatted research paper;
demonstrate learning through a final performance task.

Essential Question(s)

How do you create a lasting impact?
What makes your heart sing?

Anchor Texts

Selections from Talk Like TED by Carmine Gallo
Selections from The Power of Moments by Chip and Dan Heath

Supplemental Choice Texts

Choice TED Talks
Independent Reading/Writing Quarterly Project

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Written Analysis of Speeches
Annotated Bibliography

Formal, Mini Research Paper
TED Talk Presentation

Description

This independent writing unit occurs each quarter and allows students to
self-select a focus for their independent writing.

Knowledge & Skills

Students will self-select a writing skill focus each quarter and engage in
independent writing to practice and cultivate their skills; students will engage in

reflective sessions to evaluate their progress with the self-selected skill.

Essential Question(s)

What skills do you want to focus on to grow as a writer?

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Writing Conferences
Reflective Writing
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